FRANCO,   GENERALISSIMO AND  CHIEF OF STATE
and months of careful instructions lie learnt to take hair-
pin bends at not much faster than forty miles an hour, not
to drive through villages as if lie were engaged in a Grand
Prix motor race, while he developed a feeling of immense
superiority over all the other chauffeurs who went to
the front and had occasionally to dash past cross-roads
avoiding shells, or along an exposed bit of road when
machine-gun bullets were singing pnst. He was as
typically Spanish as Antolne was typically French, but
both of them were very good and loyal fellows.
When we arrived at Burgos, 1 was able to write down
and telegraph to London a very plain definition of
General Franco's home and foreign policy. In subsequent
conversations with him I have had this policy laid down
with even greater emphasis* Nobody knows what the
future may bring to Spain, but it will always be interesting
to know what General Franco wanted and what was his
standpoint on social and foreign affairs.
To begin with, it should be pointed oat that General
Franco had never been a politician-general. He knew
little of the rivalries of parties and certainly never shared
in them. On the advent of the Republic, though it is
probable that General Franco did not share in the public
enthusiasm for this sudden change^ which, he most likely
realised was against the historic traditions of the Spanish
race and was almost bound to lead to insurrections and
Red atrocities, he continued to serve as a loyal soldier
devoted to his duty. He willingly collaborated with the
moderate Republican government of 1934, and there is
no doubt but that if Azana and other Republican leaders
had sincerely desired to maintain order in 1936, and had
honestly called for the collaboration of the Army^ they
would almost certainly have found General Franco eager
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